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FADE IN:

1 EXT. PARKING LOT - 2:59PM

We follow someone’s click clacking leather shoes on the 
blacktop parking lot. It’s the middle of August or in the 
thick of the Holiday season. Either way, it’s the busiest day 
of the year for Fine China Gourmet Chinese Restaurant. 
Despite this fact, the steps pause and we look up to reveal 
MEL, early 20s, lighting a cigarette. He takes a deep puff, 
looks at the time, pinches the end of the Camel Light and 
slips it back in his pocket as he rushes by 2 Chinese cooks 
smoking on the stoop. One of the cooks opens the door and MEL 
utters a quick

MEL
Xièxiè

TITLES begin as we follow MEL into --

2 INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

-- past cooks prepping food and up to the pass where a line 
of woks are being used with lightening speed. We peel off of 
MEL and get behind the line. One of the chefs turns a radio 
on that starts with --

RADIO ANNOUNCER
“It’s not clear on the source of 
the explosives...”

As we walk past a flare up from a nearby wok we hear MUSIC 
and the matter of fact, slightly awkward tones of --

RICH (V.O.)
The hospitality industry is a war.

We see KENNY, the Sous-Chef, preparing lo-mein, fry cooks 
basting ribs and defrosting shrimp; chopping vegetables. One 
of the cooks is watching the news on his phone; headline 
reads: “20 DEAD, ATLANTIC CITY BOMBING”. 

RICH (V.O.)
Saturday night service is a battle.

Dishwashers are horsing around and one of them breaks a 
glass. CHEF, late 60s, sees this – his real name is Tuk, his 
American name is Johnny, no one calls him either one – and he 
begins to berate the dishwasher in a mix of Spanish, English, 
and Mandarin.



RICH (V.O.)
Noise levels are high, along with 
temperatures; fire from the kitchen 
and all. Adrenaline, cortisol, 
stress. 

CHEF
...I screw you out! You work here 
nada mas. Diu nei lo mo! You fired 
amigo!...

We follow JOSÉ, the fry cook, past CHEF into the --

3 INT. BUTCHERY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Peking Ducks are hung to dry and ribs are being chopped.

RICH (V.O.)
You’re about to be hit with a 
thousand different tasks at once 
with absolutely no roadmap to 
determine the order in which you’re 
to complete them. You gotta think 
fast, actually you have to act 
faster than that, be ahead of your 
brain. If you get in your head 
you’re dead. But try to relax. 
We’ve got one of the best teams in 
town.

JOSÉ exits the back door into the --

4 INT. BACK HALLWAY NEAR THE BATHROOMS - CONTINUOUS

MEL approaches JOSÉ who MEL affectionately calls “Josie”.

MEL
Heeey Josie, Buenas.

MEL and JOSÉ do a secret handshake which may or may not 
culminate in a hip bump.

MEL (CONT’D)
¿Como estas?

JOSÉ
¿Bien y tu?

MEL
Living the dream.
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We leave MEL at the bathrooms and glance at JADE steaming 
glasses with the espresso machine in CAPPUCCINO LAND before 
moving into -- 

5 INT. BAR DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

RICH (V.O.)
We might be a little rough around 
the edges.

QUINCY and TOKE, the high-schooler bus boys, are rolling 
wontons and making a mess. 

RICH (V.O.)
The back of house may strike you as 
more pirateship than gourmet 
restaurant.

We cross into --

6 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

-- to find JAMIE setting tables and SAM barely sweeping the 
floor.

RICH (V.O.)
But it’s our job to make sure the 
customer’s experience is nothing 
short of perfect.

JADE crosses in front of us into --

7 INT. SERVER STATION - CONTINUOUS

-- to check the computers. 

RICH (V.O.)
We have to know what the customer 
wants, when she wants it, before he 
even knows it’s what they wanted. 
Psychics with aprons.

JADE grabs some napkins by the computer and walks through --

8 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

-- as TOKE slaps MEL and JAMIE’s ass. JAMIE punches TOKE in 
the arm
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JAMIE
Dude, come on.

JADE
I don’t get one?

JADE bends over and TOKE dutifully smacks her ass.

RICH (V.O.)
Invisible and uh-biquitous...

THEO (V.O.)
You mean ubiquitous?

RICH (V.O.)
Yeah, what’d I say? Nevermind, you 
get my point.

JADE throws JAMIE a stack of napkins to fold and we follow 
JADE into --

9 INT. BAR DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

-- up to the hostess stand where JULIE is on the phone taking 
reservations. JADE joins MEL, JAMIE, and SAM at the bar 
folding napkins. We close up on each character as RICH talks 
about them. This our first time getting a really good look at 
the main crew. They all wear a uniform of black shirts, dress 
pants, and ties; small embellishments in jewelry and hair 
style reveal a bit of who they are underneath. 

RICH (V.O.)
Sam will be training you as runner 
tonight. He’s a little hungover 
from a Psybomb concert so tread 
carefully. Jade got laid last night 
so she should be in one of her rare 
good moods. Mel’s girlfriend is 
newly pregnant, but you guys are 
friends, he probably told you that 
already, he’s a bit of the mayor 
round here. Jamie’s gonna try to 
get behind the line at all costs so 
if you see her lagging behind tell 
her crunchy Birkenstocks to get the 
fuck out. But don’t curse or you 
have to put a dollar in the swear 
jar. 
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We pass them and finally arrive at RICH, standing at the end 
of the bar; older than the rest of the crew – late 20s or 
early 30s – and not yet comfortable with being old enough to 
be in charge. He has been addressing a nervous looking THEO 
this whole time. 

RICH
Other than that, glasses have been 
steamed, tables are set, “rezies” 
are organized, kitchen is 
prepped... You look nervous, you 
nervous?

THEO
Not nervous, just... frightened.

(pause)
That came out wrong, what I meant 
was...

RICH
Don’t be scared. Just be yourself. 
And remember, at the end of the 
day, it’s just chicken and rice. 
It’s not like we’re making life or 
death decisions around here.

CUT TO:

10 INT. KITCHEN - 7:30 PM

SAM
I’M GONNA END MY LIFE TONIGHT!

TITLE:

FINE CHINA

7:30 PM

It’s the middle of rush. SAM and THEO are inundated with 
tickets and a stressed out waitstaff that wants their food.

RICH
We need that sizzling chicken out 
yesterday!

RICH exits

SAM
(to cooks)

Can I get a hotplate! 

Tonight! 
(MORE)
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Tonight after work you’re all gonna 
find me dead in a ditch off Route 
35!

MEL enters the kitchen doorway.

MEL
Sam.

SAM
Mel.

MEL
Chicken?

THEO
These are going to Table 14?

SAM
14. Yes. Go.

(to kitchen)
Hotplate, damn it!

MEL
Dollar in the swear jar.

We leave SAM and MEL and follow THEO to --

11 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

THEO
Be yourself, be yourself, be 
yourself, just be yourself, be 
yourself, be yourself...

THEO arrives at the table and places the food down. He stares 
awkwardly at the customer for moment, realizes he’s placed 
the food in front of the wrong people, then rearranges the 
plates on the table in a stilted, awkward fashion.

THEO (CONT’D)
Can I...

THEO tries to say something else but ends up with some barely 
passable gesticulations. He retreats away from the shocked 
table. A few steps away he remembers --

THEO (CONT’D)
Chopsticks! That’s the, ok, got it.

He walks back and blurts out --

SAM (CONT'D)
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THEO (CONT’D)
Chopsticks or soysauce. Can I get 
you any of that?

He looks down to see one of the customers using chopsticks 
and the other one pouring soy sauce. Fail.

THEO (CONT’D)
Of course not. Well...ok.

He walks away, dejected, as we --

CUT TO:

12 INT. KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

SAM and MEL still at it.

MEL
Samuel?

SAM
On it’s way Melchior. 

THEO enters

And don’t be surprised when I hang 
myself in the walk in tonight.

THEO
The walk in?

MEL
Freezer. I’ll be back.

MEL leaves.

SAM
You hear about Atlantic City?

THEO
How could I not? I used to go to a 
theatre camp over by where the 
bombs went off.

SAM
Theatre camp huh? What’d they teach 
you there? Hit me with some Billy 
Shakes knowledge.

THEO
Like what?
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SAM
I don’t know, what’s like rule 
number 1?

THEO
Umm...well I remember being told 
that when you don’t know how to 
act, imagine someone who does and 
then act like them.

Pause.

SAM
I’m sorry I wasn’t listening, no 
offense Theo, but training you, 
running food, bombs going off while 
being short a fry cook...

JAMIE enters.

JAMIE
Behind you.

SAM
It’s not my perfect Saturday night.

THEO
How do bombs affect...

SAM
They just do... Be right back.

SAM runs food to the dining room. JAMIE is packing leftovers.

THEO
How is it out there?

JAMIE
I’ve been in the weeds for the last 
two hours, but other than that, 
fine.

THEO
You’d rather be back here though?

JAMIE
In the kitchen? Always. But I guess 
that’s the price I pay for being 
good at my job... What about you?

THEO
Sam’s threatening to kill himself.
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JAMIE
Is it that time of year again?

SAM returns.

SAM
Driving off a bridge tonight Jamie 
Lynn.

JAMIE
Don’t call me Jamie Lynn.

SAM
Why not?

JAMIE
‘Cause my middle name’s Elizabeth.

SAM
(to himself, bemused)

Fuck me.

JAMIE
(as she exits with 
leftovers)

Dollar in the swear jar!

SAM
Thanks.

THEO
Chef, I need a side of sauce for 
32!

SAM
You’re doing good man, doing good. 
Trust me. Main thing is, above all 
else, you gotta...

MEL enters.

MEL
Sam...

SAM
GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY KITCHEN 
MEL...

SAM AND MEL
DOLLAR!
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SAM
Yes, thank you, yes. Now get the 
fuck out of my kitchen. CAN I 
PLEASE GET A FUCKING...

CHEF puts a hotplate in the window.

SAM (CONT’D)
Hotplate... Thank you.

THEO
Main thing is?

SAM
Gotta show ‘em who’s boss... 

SAM runs food out while playing mouth trumpet of Thelonious 
Monk’s “Off Minor” as THEO smiles.

CUT TO:

13 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM- 7:35 PM

JADE is speaking with a middle-aged woman who, despite having 
dined at many Chinese restaurants throughout her life, has no 
apparent knowledge of the genre. She is not burdened by a 
preponderance of humility.

WILLFULLY IGNORANT WOMAN
Do you use MSG in the food?

JADE
Yes ma’am.

WILLFULLY IGNORANT WOMAN
Well, that’s not very healthy is 
it?

JADE
I honestly don’t know ma’am.

WILLFULLY IGNORANT WOMAN
How is the Pecking duck?

JADE
(trying to ignore the 
mispronunciation of 
Peking)

It’s excellent... Our most popular 
dish actually.

WILLFULLY IGNORANT WOMAN
I’ll take the chicken and broccoli.
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JADE
Okay... Apps’ll be out in just a 
moment.

JADE goes back to -- 

14 INT. SERVER STATION - CONTINUOUS

-- to put the order into the computer. MEL is closing out a 
check, and then holds the check up in resignation.

MEL
Fifteen percent... No matter how 
many times I see it, still takes me 
by surprise.

JADE
European?

MEL
Nope... Indian.

JADE
Dude that’s messed up.

MEL
Oh and “European” is okay?

JADE
It’s always okay to make fun of 
Europeans... You don’t know this?

MEL
They actually were Indian though.

JADE
American Indian or India Indian?

RICH enters.

RICH
Mel, chopsticks to Table 22.

MEL exits.

RICH (CONT’D)
(to Jade)

You going out with those guys at 
72?

JADE smiles and says nothing.
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RICH (CONT’D)
Jade?

JADE
Three bucks for extra broccoli, 
right?

RICH
You’re not gonna answer my 
question?

JADE
Don’t you have something to manage 
or something? You always complain 
that AC doesn’t actually manage...

RICH
I’m not actually the manager.

JADE
But you are tonight and as 
manager...

JAMIE enters.

JAMIE
Rich can you talk to Table 64? They 
seem to be an exclusive brand of 
asshole.

JADE
See... Manage.

RICH
(pause; to Jamie)

See what you can do. I’ll be over 
in a few minutes.

JAMIE
(sigh)

Fine... And Jade you have a one top 
at the bar.

JAMIE exits.

JADE
And there’s that one top not worth 
my time. And uh don’t worry...

JADE gets close to RICH and kisses him carnivorously. RICH is 
shocked but doesn’t stop her. JULIE, the hostess, enters 
without RICH or JADE noticing. JADE untangles herself from 
RICH and flatly states --
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JADE (CONT’D)
Of course I’m gonna go out with the 
guys at 72.

JULIE
Ahem.

JADE and RICH separate, revealing Julie’s presence. RICH 
looks embarrassed and annoyed at Julie as JADE exits.

RICH
You saw nothing.

JULIE
AC is back.

RICH
Great, can you tell ‘em to go see 
Table 64; they’re giving Jamie a 
hard time.

JULIE
He also said that he’ll be in his 
office all night and that you 
should handle your own shit.

RICH
He said that?

JULIE
I mean... Not exactly...

RICH
Okay thank you, thank you...

JULIE goes to leave.

RICH (CONT’D)
What’s your name again?

JULIE
Julie. I’ve been here for like a 
month now.

(pause)
I have to seat people, so is this 
conversation, like...

RICH
Yes, it’s over. Thank you.

CUT TO:
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15 INT. BAR DINING ROOM - 7:50 PM

JAMIE is on her way over to Table 64. GREG, cocky, 
belligerent, imagines he’s the lead in a Scorsese film, the 
worst manifestation of New Jersey cliches, is there with his 
wife and a few friends. He calls out to JAMIE.

GREG
Hey June!

EMBARRASSED WIFE
(hushed)

It’s Jamie.

GREG
She knows what I meant. Right 
Jamie?

JAMIE
Of course, sir.

GREG
Where’s the food?

JAMIE
(surprised)

I thought the appetizers...

GREG
Yeah, no. We just finished the 
appies. We...

EMBARRASSED WIFE
Greg...

GREG
What about the mains?

HUNGRY FRIEND
We’re starving!

GREG
Yeah what can be taking so... It’s 
been like 40 minutes.

JAMIE
So sorry about that. As I said a 
few moments ago, we’re trying to 
get them out as fast as possible.

GREG shews JAMIE away. She tries to maintain her composure.
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JAMIE (CONT’D)
(to the rest of the table)

Everything taste alright so far?

EMBARRASSED WIFE
Great.

OBNOXIOUS FRIEND
(does not pronounce the i)

Calamar was a bit chewy.

GREG
Yeah, kinda chewy.

JAMIE chuckles, but then realizes that they were serious.

JAMIE
It’s calamari... 

This statement is met with indifference.

Okay I’m... Gonna go check the 
kitchen.

She heads towards the kitchen.

GREG
(calling after her)

Another diet Coke sweetheart!

JAMIE
Hey Theo?

THEO, who was putting food down at another table, joins JAMIE 
on her way back to the kitchen.

JAMIE (CONT’D)
Can you get a diet Coke for the 
asshole at 64?

THEO
Sure. Which is 64 again?

JAMIE
The 10 top.

THEO
Top?

JAMIE
The one with 10 people at it. 10 
top. It’s big top. 

Begins pointing out tables with various numbers of people.
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JAMIE (CONT’D)
2 top. 4 top. 4 top. 

-- Points back to 64.

JAMIE (CONT’D)
Big top full of assholes.

THEO
(still unused to the 
phrase)

Trouble in... big top land?

JAMIE
The calamari was chewy.

THEO
It’s calamari.

JAMIE
That’s what I said.

They arrive in the --

16 INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

JAMIE
Hey listen. What’s the ETA on 64’s 
entrees?

THEO
I don’t know, we’re pretty backed 
up. The kitchen is sucking tonight.

JAMIE
Estimate?

SAM
(calls without looking)

15-20 minutes. They just got their 
apps like two minutes ago.

JAMIE
In fact they did.

(to Theo)
Diet Coke?

THEO
Yeah.

JAMIE
Thank you.
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JAMIE is heading back to the -- 

17 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM/BAR DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

SAM brings out food next to her.

SAM
How’s it goin’ sexy?

JAMIE
Tables don’t seem to understand 
that no matter how incredulous they 
are about how long their food is 
taking, it doesn’t change the fact 
that it is actually taking that 
long.

SAM
(to Jamie)

Need anything?

They pause a few feet away from 64. A YOUNG HOSTESS walks by 
GREG.

GREG
(to a friend)

Nice legs on that one.

JAMIE
Tequila.

CUT TO:

18 INT. BAR - 8:00 PM

NANCY, Jade’s one top, is sitting at the bar of the 
restaurant watching ENN discuss the bombings. She’s pushing 
60 but looks like she’s taken care of herself through the 
years. She wears an absent-minded sadness. JADE hurriedly 
delivers tea to NANCY as the news plays in the background. 

TAMMI BAKER (T.V. ANNOUNCER)
3 pipe bombs went off outside the 
Borgata Casino on Friday evening 
during Atlantic City’s annual 
“Blackout 10K Race”. With 20 dead 
and hundreds injured, it’s unclear 
as to the motive of the suspect who 
was found dead early this morning. 
Now with us is our on-site 
correspondent Jeff Goldstern. 

(MORE)
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Jeff is strange that these attacks 
haven’t been claimed yet?

JEFF GOLDSTERN (T.V. ANNOUNCER)
Thank you Tammi, it is out of the 
ordinary for an attack of this 
magnitude to go unclaimed. In 
recent months, the vast majority of 
terror incidents have been claimed 
by the radical Islamic militant 
Mullah Salaam. It’s unclear if 
these connections are legitimate or 
simply posturing; but it is notable 
he has remained silent on this 
latest attack on American soil.

JADE
Here’s your tea ma’am. I’ll be 
right back to tell you our 
specials.

JADE turns to leave.

NANCY
I’m sorry, but would you mind 
changing the channel to something 
other than the news please?

JADE
No problem.

JADE leaves and heads to the --

19 INT. HOSTESS STAND - CONTINUOUS

Hostess Stand at the front of the restaurant where RICH is 
helping out.

JADE
This has been addressed but we’re 
talking about it again. 

RICH
Are you actually asking me this 
right now?

JADE
Yes, can I leave early tonight?

TAMMI BAKER (T.V. ANNOUNCER) (CONT'D)
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RICH
It’s the busiest Saturday night of 
the year, we’re short a fry cook, 
we’re training new employees, and 
you want to go home early. Just 
‘cause some cute guys ask if...

JADE
If this is another jealous power 
trip...

RICH
This is not about being jealous. 
It’d be one thing if you...

An UNEXPECTED CUSTOMER approaches the HOSTESS STAND and 
addresses RICH.

UNEXPECTED CUSTOMER
Hi, we have a party of fifteen. We 
canceled and then we un-canceled. 
We canceled again, anyway, we’re 
here!

RICH
(to Jade)

Go tell AC we need him down here 
right away.

CUT TO:

20 INT. BAR DINING ROOM - 8:15 PM

MEL is talking to a PATIENT MAN and his adolescent and 
CURIOUS SON who have been waiting for their whole red snapper 
for far too long.

PATIENT MAN
I know it’s busy, and I’m not 
trying to be a problem, but this is 
beginning to get ridiculous.

MEL
I know sir. You’re completely 
right. I even got a baby on the 
way.

PATIENT MAN
I’m sorry, what?
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MEL
I mean we’re pretty sure it’s a 
baby... My girlfriend’s cycles are 
pretty regular.

CURIOUS SON
Your girlfriend’s pregnant?

MEL
Yeah. We’re almost definitely gonna 
keep it. You guys aren’t catholic 
are you?

PATIENT MAN
If I say yes will our snapper 
arrive any faster?

MEL
Right. Be right back with your 
baby. I mean your Freud. I mean... 
Be right back.

As MEL makes his way towards the kitchen, a number of 
customers call out to him, “Waiter,” “Server,” “Excuse me,” --

MEL enters the --

21 INT. SERVER STATION - CONTINUOUS

-- only to see the entire serving staff waiting outside the 
kitchen door for their food.

MEL
What’re you guys doing?

AC speaks from behind Mel.

AC
The opposite of their job.

The servers clumsily trip over themselves as SAM brings food 
out. AC is in his mid to late 40s; he has an international 
flavor and carries a sense of style that was learned. He’s a 
commanding presence and he knows it.

AC (CONT’D)
MBWA... What does it mean?

SAM
Most Babes Want Ass.
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AC
Management By Walking Around. So 
start managing your tables. Let’s 
go!

Everyone disperses. AC turns around and almost runs over THEO 
holding a sizzling plate.

AC (CONT’D)
(to Theo)

What’s your problem?

CUSTOMER WITH FULL BLADDER approaches THEO and AC --

CUSTOMER WITH FULL BLADDER
Excuse me, where’s the ladies room?

THEO freezes up, tries to open his mouth, but his eyes de-
focus and he can’t seem to make anything out. A few moments 
go by and he only manages a meager --

THEO
What?

AC
Uhh, make a right and then another 
right, ma’m.

AC looks hard at THEO who suddenly snaps to --

THEO
Did I tell her where the bathrooms 
were?

AC
Ok, so there’s that.

AC walks away leaving THEO with the sizzling plate in his 
hand.

CUT TO:

22 INT. MAIN DINING ROOM - 8:20

JADE is at Table 72 speaking with the GUYS who want her to go 
drinking with them.

JADE
So where you gentlemen planning on 
going this evening?
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CHAD
Dude, she called us gentlemen. This 
is getting serious.

TODD
I don’t know. Probably starting at 
Plaza then end at Macs. You in?

JADE
Starting at shitty place and ending 
at a shitty place, I’m in. Listen, 
don’t go anywhere just yet; I gotta 
check on my gal at the bar.

JADE heads to NANCY at the bar. She walks by JAMIE being 
yelled at by GREG.

GREG
(to Jamie)

I ordered this rare... Does this 
look rare to you? Are you people 
retarded?!

JADE approaches NANCY at the --

23 INT. BAR - CONTINUOUS

JADE
(to Nancy)

Need a few more minutes ma’am, or 
have you decided?

NANCY
Yes, I’ll take the Grand Marnier 
Shrimp and Scallops.

JADE
Excellent choice.

NANCY
Yes, it’s my husband’s favorite.

NANCY looks to the TV screen still on ENN where an interview 
of a victim is taking place.

VICTIM (TV)
“It all just happened so fast...”

JADE
Where is he tonight leaving you all 
by your lonesome?
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NANCY continues to look at the TV becoming absorbed in the 
news, almost teary eyed.

JADE (CONT’D)
Oh I’m sorry, I forgot to change 
that for you. Be right back.

JADE goes towards CAPPUCCINO LAND where the TV box lives. 
RICH joins her for the walk.

RICH
Where are you going?

JADE
To change the TV channel.

RICH
You can’t leave early tonight.

JADE
AC said it was fine once all my 
tables are finished.

RICH
So you’re just gonna leave us with 
the mess?

JADE
AC said...

RICH
AC isn’t managing tonight.

JADE
Oh now you’ve decided you’re going 
to manage?

RICH
Yes.

JADE
You wanna take this up with AC 
then?

RICH
Why not?

JADE
Great.

CUT TO:
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24 INT. KITCHEN - 8:25 PM

AC is expediting (or at least pretending to), while SAM 
becomes more and more stressed out due to the kitchen being 
backed up. AC turns up the radio a bit which is still 
discussing the Atlantic City attack.

RADIO ANNOUNCER
“Officer O’Brien, what is it like 
to lead a team of this size when 
apprehending a suspect?”

SAM
AC I need that Chilean Sea Bass.

AC
(to Chef in Mandarin)

Na zhi hai luyu duojiule?
(Subtitle: How much longer 
on that bass?)

CHEF
Wu fenzhong.

(Subtitle: 5 minutes.)

SAM
What’d he say?

AC
(in English)

Seven minutes.

SAM
(to Theo)

Tell ‘em ten minutes.

THEO exits.

SAM (CONT’D)
The kitchen is sucking AC.

AC
I don’t want to hear it Sam.

SAM
I’m just saying...

AC
If you weren’t the best runner in 
town...

SAM
You’d fire me. I know Jefe.
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AC
Check that attitude Sam.

SAM
(leaving to run food)

Checked.

THEO returns. AC hands him new plates with food.

AC
Seats 1, 3, and 4. Go.

THEO
Table?

AC
61.

THEO
...and that’s the...

AC
The one right outside to your left! 
Go!

THEO exits. RICH and JADE enter.

JADE
AC, can you tell Rich that 
just because he doesn’t know 
how to get his shit together 
that doesn’t give him the 
right to walk all over us and 
you already said I could 
leave! He can’t even decide 
whether or not...

RICH
Jade is gonna leave us with a 
hell of a lot of work that 
she contributed to, we’re 
short on staff and she just 
wants to shirk her 
responsibilities because she 
knows she can get away with 
it, well I’m sick and tired 
of her getting away with...

AC
Guys!

(beat)
Is this really important right now?

RICH AND JADE
Yes!

THEO returns and begins checking tickets.

THEO
Behind you guys.
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JADE
(to AC)

Can you please tell him that you 
said I could leave early?

RICH
We have a lot of work to do tonight 
after service.

MEL enters.

MEL
Behind...

He pushes his way through what is fast becoming a human block 
in the doorway.

MEL (CONT’D)
Theo, how’s that Red Snapper doing?

THEO
Chef?

CHEF slips and cuts himself --

CHEF
Ah fuck! Hold on, hold on!

JAMIE shoves her way past to pack leftovers. She calls out to 
RICH.

JAMIE
Rich, 64 just made the new hostess 
cry. Are you gonna handle it or do 
I have to?

RICH
Little busy here Jamie.

SAM enters.

SAM
Way too many bodies in this 
motherfucking kitchen!

AC
What’d I tell you about cursing?

SAM
Do you see this madness right now?

EVERYONE in the kitchen, except for THEO, begins to shout at 
one another. KENNY places Nancy’s food in the window. THEO 
grabs it and takes it out to --
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25 INT. BAR - CONTINUOUS

THEO takes a few deep breaths then turns around to address 
the customer.

NANCY is quietly crying to herself, though she does her best 
to compose herself upon Theo’s arrival.

THEO
Grand...

(pauses to collect 
himself)

Grand Marnier Shrimp and 
Scallops... You doing alright 
ma’am? Can I get you anything?

NANCY
No, no. I’ll be okay... I’m sorry.

THEO
No need to apologize. I’m here to 
serve.

NANCY
(composing/sniffling)

You all are very sweet. The food is 
good, but the time you take to 
serve people right is... Uh, 
well... I don’t know what it is, 
but I appreciate it.

THEO
I don’t know how good of a job 
we’re doing tonight.

NANCY
My husband would always tease me 
that I talked to the waiters too 
much. I’m sorry you’re busy. I 
didn’t mean to keep you. 

THEO
It’s okay. You sure you’re alright?

NANCY stares at the TV which still hasn’t been changed. THEO 
notices that NANCY is clutching onto a racing bib. THEO looks 
at the TV and then back at NANCY, realizing what’s wrong.

THEO (CONT’D)
...Excuse me.

THEO walks with determination back into -- 
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26 INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

He enters in upon the same fights he left. The kitchen has 
now reached a stand still as Chef bandages his hand.

SAM
That’s it! I can’t deal with this!

SAM begins to leave with AC on his trail.

AC
Sam get back here.

They both exit as JADE, RICH, and JAMIE continue to bicker.

MEL
Theo, my table is threatening to 
walk out if he doesn’t get that 
snapper.

THEO notices a pot nearby and the radio on next to the pass. 
THEO picks up a pot and smashes it loudly on the radio. The 
kitchen goes silent.

THEO
Rich we’re dying fast here and 
unless you do something about it we 
might not have the luxury of being 
this busy again. Jade your one top 
is falling apart; go put her back 
together.

RICH
(to Jade)

Tell the busboys to start clearing 
64’s table whether they’re finished 
or not, I’m kicking them out.

JADE exits.

MEL
Theo...

THEO puts his hand up to MEL, grabs the Snapper ticket, and 
turns to KENNY the Sous Chef.

THEO
Kenny I need this Snapper right 
now!

KENNY
But... Chef... I can’t just...
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THEO
Kenny, they’re gonna walk. Just 
stick the thing in the fryer, it’s 
not that hard.

(to Mel)
Mel go let your guy know that their 
food’ll be out in two minutes.

RICH
Jamie get back there and do your 
thing.

JAMIE
What?

RICH
Get behind the line. You’re cooking 
for the next half hour ‘til we’re 
out of the weeds. Don’t worry, I’ll 
take care of your tables myself. 

JAMIE gets behind the line and bumps KENNY out of the way 
with her hip.

And Theo?

THEO
(focused on the window)

I got this. Do your thing.

THEO looks around for a second and takes in the results of 
his outburst. He focuses up on the task at hand. He takes a 
breath to call for “Hotplate” but before he does we --

CUT TO BLACK
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